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Case Study 1

Self-chosen Promotion
Satisfaction with promotions continued to decline during the first quarterof 2013,
following disappointment in the Deals available in the run up to Christmas
Business challenge
• The growth in promotional activity has led a lot of
shoppers to see it as the norm. They are now
looking for fewer and more relevant promotions to
make it easier to identify true value
How Carrefour put it in the hands of the shopper
• Carrefour in Belgium has created promotional
engagement with shoppers by handing over to them
what products to promote
• Upon entering the store, customers take a sheet of
promotional stickers. Every sticker indicates a specific
percentage reduction: 15%, 20%, 30% and 35%. In
each department the customer chooses four products
on which they want a discount, and pastes the relevant
promotional sticker on each one
• This should have wide appeal with Carrefour’s
shoppers, allowing them to tailor their promotions to
what they usually buy

!

What does this mean for you?
• Executing shopper marketing and activation plans is becoming
increasingly critical in optimizing promotional performance
• Consider ways of achieving greater stand-out from the blizzard
of promotions through mechanic innovation and differentiated
communication in-store to support a campaign
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Case Study 2

Sourcing scru+ny!
Interest!in sourcing informa+on!has risen since the horsemeat issue,!accelera+ng!the longer term
trend!for product!provenance!
Business challenge
•

Shoppers are looking for the reassurance of clear
labelling of ingredients and transparency of where
their products come from

The story of Wondrous Watercress
•

Waitrose has built a provenance story around its
watercress range

•

The campaign includes television advertising, online,
in-store point of sale and promotion, with the
message focused on where and how Waitrose
sources its watercress

•

Each piece of communication is linked to the others

!

End frame of the advert highlighting price promotion
and recipe option

!

In-store uses imagery from advert and link to online

!

Online has the recipe for the meal in the advert and
price promotion

!

!

What does this mean for you?
• Consider how you tell your provenance story in creative and
compelling ways, including all consumer touch points on-pack,
in-store and digital media, to bring the transparency to life
• Ensure provenance of ingredients is clear – any ambiguity
could lose you shoppers
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Case Study 3

Retail entertainment
All store communication doesn’t have to be about value, it can also be fun
Business challenge
•

Value is the main communication message to
shoppers currently, yet this doesn’t always create
exciting shopping environment

Wilkinson brings some fun to store
•

Wilkinson created its own event during the month of
May

•

Playing on the words “May Day” (a maritime distress
alert), Wilkinson has created theatre throughout the
store on how it can rescue you

•

The theme works across many categories and helps
signpost the store for shoppers

•

The light hearted visuals and bright colours bring an
air of fun back to the shopping experience

!

!

What does this mean for you?
• Shoppers can find shopping tedious, retailtainment can ease
this and create engagement – are you tapping into these
emotions?
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Case Study 4

2"

Economic vola+lity!

Many shoppers!were rela+vely pessimis+c about the economy at the turn of the year, in an+cipa+on!of planned!
tax!and beneﬁt changes. However, some groups have become more op+mis+c since, e.g. the young!
Business challenge
•

With shoppers concerned about their personal
economic situations, how do you build engagement
with them other than on value and create some
excitement to lift the mood?

Lynx Apollo engagement is out of this world
•

Lynx has moved the conversation away from just
promotion with its recent Lynx Apollo campaign

•

Consumers have been given the once in a lifetime
chance to be an astronaut and win a trip to spare

•

This prize has had high consumer engagement with
over 87,000 people entering and over 800,000 people
voting

•

Unilever has been able to complement this activity instore by securing secondary space for the Lynx Apollo
range in Asda with display units in the shape of an
Apollo rocket

!

!

What does this mean for you?
• Budgeting and value is still top of mind for most shoppers.
Therefore creativity is required for activities that engage
shoppers beyond just value, and gain their loyalty.
• The mood may differ considerably by shopper depending on
the interplay between earnings and expenses – consider ways
of flexing your offer by locality and shopper segment.
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Case Study 5

Mul+Astore mission!
Mul+Astore!shopping missions have become!increasingly common, as shoppers!look to beneﬁt!from
shopping!around!at diﬀerent!formats and fascia's as eﬃciently as possible!
Business challenge
•

With shoppers going to multiple stores, retailers will
focus on activity to drive shopper loyalty and optimize
their share of the shopper’s basket

How Poundland is driving foot fall
•

Poundland has a clear pricing policy that appeals
most to the value conscious with a set price position

•

A promotion via its website gave shoppers a chance
to print off a voucher for £2 off when you spend £12 or
more in-store, a 17% reduction

•

The coupon ensured that Poundland was on the radar
for shoppers who were shopping around, therefore
driving footfall

•

At the same time the mechanic would drive up the
average basket spend

!

What does this mean for you?
• Store loyalty is increasingly elusive, with retailers needing to work
even harder at demonstrating their breath of credentials across
different missions, categories and product tiers
• It is more important than ever for suppliers to consider their offering
and shopper marketing plans across all channels
• Do your trade plans contain unique activities by customer designed
to help them drive loyalty?
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Case Study 6

Vintages Fine Wines/Spirits
Ontario, Canada

Research, information, data into insights:
• Not all customers have similar key purchase drivers
• High value customers/shoppers place a high degree of
importance on:
–
–
–
–

Edited and unique finds
Comfortable, easy to shop store layout
Food/wine ideas and tips
Knowledgeable service consultants

Action:
• New redesign of store of the future
31
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Toronto International Film
Festival Retail Store
• Research, information, and data into insights:
– Align with the TIFF Brand
– Product is an extension of the TIFF experience
– Store design to align with the new TIFF Bell Lightbox
Building experience

• Actions:
– Create a dynamic and flexible space to accommodate
the busy festival season and changing product
assortment
– An extension of the TIFF Brand – able to take a piece
of the TIFF experience home
33
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Case Study 7
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Focusing on Shopper Segments
with the Greatest Growth Potential
•

Common thread among key shopper segments at Walmart is that they are all value driven –
best opportunity for mutual growth is with Brand Aspirationals
Price Value Shoppers

Brand Aspirationals

Price Sensitive Affluents

• Younger, family households
• Many unemployed and/or
homemakers

• Mature households, only 1/3
have kids at home
• Less affluent and educated

• Mature, empty-nester HHs
• Educated, affluent, employed

Lifestyle & Attitudes
• Traditional values, family a top
priority
• Live paycheck to paycheck, many
have experienced financial crises
• First to cut back when times are
tough

Lifestyle & Attitudes

Lifestyle & Attitudes
• Brand-conscious, they seek
brand name products
– Trust brands for quality
– Simplifies shopping
• Not loyal to any retailer
• Shop wherever they need to, to
get desired brands within
budget

• Time-constrained, never have
enough time
• Pride themselves on being smart
shoppers , getting the best deal
whatever it takes
• Social and community-involved
• Focused on financial security
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Walmart Shoppers Need
Convenient Meal Solutions
My Ideal Meal Solution Has …
Ideal Meal
Solution
Program

My Challenges …
Limited Time to Shop, Prep and Cook
People get home, and don t want to
spend 3 hours cooking. I need ideas
requiring just a few ingredients.

Creative
Meal
Ideas

Quick &
Convenient
Shopping

Simple,
Easy
Preparation

If I see an idea, I am likely to buy
the ingredients and try it

I like it when stores offer quick,
easy meal ideas

Need Creative Ideas
I m tired of eating the same old boring
thing … my kids say, Mom, can we eat
something different?
Lack Cooking Skills
You don t think about making a kabob
because it seems such a fancy, big
presentation, but they look so easy to put
together …

Always looking for easy meal ideas

I'd like great-tasting, low effort,
"homemade" meals

Q: How strongly do you agree or disagree …? (Top 3 box %- 1-10
scale)
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Walmart Shoppers Seek Ideas
While In- and Out-of-Store
• In keeping with their value-consciousness, Walmart Shoppers are
significantly more likely to review sale items in a store circular or ad
In-Store
71% look at store
circulars in-store to
plan shopping trip
63% look in the store
for affordable
solutions to meal
planning

Out-of-Store
90% of WMSC Shoppers look at
store circulars received by mail
or in newspapers*

Both In & Out-of-Store
67% are planning meals
around what s on sale

74% are spending time thinking
through meals/ menus before
shopping
63% look for recipes on-line*
53% look at store circular deals
on-line
58% look on-line for
manufacturer coupons or other
deals*

Kraft Brings Strong Meal
Solutions Expertise and Assets
Kraft Kitchens
•
•

Customized, consumer-tested food ideas, including
relevant BFY ideas
Superb culinary expertise from full-time experts:
– Lever latest food trends and knowledge of food AFH

•

New, consumer-endorsed food idea communication
strategy

Marketing Assets
•
•

Customized content in Food & Family magazine
Digital content on Walmart.com
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Simple Mealtime Ideas
Program Overview
• Walmart s Seasonal Aisle was transformed into a destination
area for shoppers to find simple, easy, affordable, and
delicious mealtime ideas using their favorite Kraft brands
• Mealtime ideas aligned with consumer needs across
breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacking occasions
• Merchandising layout provided clarity of offerings across meal
occasions
• In-aisle signage featured Kraft food photography to entice
shoppers
• An integrated 360°communication plan included multiple touch
points to provide strong consistent messaging across tactics
40
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Print Ads

Sampling Events
PR

walmart.com

Tab
Simple Mealtime Ideas Aisle

In-Store TV Spots
Email Blasts

#MEALS Recipes
Recipe Booklets

360° marketing
programs are important as Walmart
42
Shoppers seek ideas for meeting needs both in and out-ofstore

Case Study 8
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Big Shopper Marketing Program:
Multi Category + Multi Retailers
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Start from Store level demand
& Shopper Insights
Key tactics

Portfolio solutions to drive
center store and perimeter
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Anchor programs drive growth
for our retailers

At Walmart
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7-Eleven program drove
impressions and traffic

Breakthrough Innovation at
Taco Bell
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Tailored activation at
Buffalo Wings

Supports by key events
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New tools

Success Factors
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Internal Works: Building
unmatched execution capabilities

Internal Works:
Plan-Sell-Evaluate
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So … 3 Win
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